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Synesthesia (Acid, Ambience, Phyasence), Full Segregation and multi-color sequencing is provided in this exceptional synth. Used by the acid-house pioneers on albums such as Leftfield's Underground Network and Moby's Play, released on Ninja Tune.Â .It's a dogfight for the title of
Most Horrifying Workplace in America. According to data collected by USA Today, from 2008-2013, 18 out of 24 of the "most miserable workplaces in America" were government-run agencies. Included in the list of the top twenty most miserable workplaces in America are the
Environmental Protection Agency (number 8), the Library of Congress (number 9) and various state unemployment offices. But the worst for workers was the number one, awfulest workplace of all: the Internal Revenue Service. According to their measurements, the IRS staffs was
listed as the "worst" workplace of all time, beating out such awful places as the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, the National Park Service, the Salvation Army, and the Department of Veterans Affairs. The IRS has broken two anti-worker laws in the past 20 years. The first
was the discriminatory treatment of their taxpayer service agents. Thousands of these workers have been forced to collect taxes from lower-income Americans and have been denied raises and promotions. These workers had to play the role of a bureaucrat, enforcing the tax laws
without any legal protections or oversight for the obvious discrimination. But the second anti-worker law that the IRS broke? That's when they stopped allowing workers to take paid, protected leave. In 2012, the U.S. Government Accountability Office reported that workers at the IRS
were discriminated against for taking time off in order to care for sick children, to look after elderly or sick relatives, to attend child or elder care classes, or for legally protected medical and family reasons. Many who took time off were still able to return to work, but the agency
never gave them the time off that was due them. Now, after years of campaigning from the National Partnership for Women & Families, Congress is finally moving to fix this problem. The Democratic People's Republic of Korea is number two on this list, and the government there
employs a workforce that has the lowest average wage of any country on the list (and of the worst imaginable). Their workers are forced to work around the clock without proper pay. Children as young as six work in factories that cram them in stacks of 6d1f23a050
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